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a b s t r a c t

A line absorber consisting of three cylindrical floats is shown to have high crest capture widths for wave
energy conversion across a broad band of frequencies. The bow, mid and stern floats are small, medium
and large respectively; the floats are spaced about half a wavelength apart so that forces and motion of
adjacent floats are substantially in anti-phase. The bow and mid float are rigidly connected by a beam
and a beam from the stern float is connected to a hinge above the mid float for power take off. The draft
of the stern float enables heave resonance at a prominent wave frequency and the smaller draft of the
mid float provides resonance at a somewhat lower frequency. Experimental results at about 1:8 scale
show capture widths greater than 25% of a wavelength in regular waves and greater than 20% of a
wavelength in irregular waves across a broad range of wave periods. A time-stepping model for regular
waves with coefficients from linear diffraction theory showed similar power prediction with a generic
drag coefficient of 1.8. The model shows the importance of surge forcing and heave resonance. The model
also shows that reducing drag coefficient will increase capture width.
Crown Copyright © 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Many devices have been developed for wave energy extraction
and principles are well described in Ref. [4] and more recently in
Ref. [2]. Here we give a brief review to provide some context for
this study. Point absorbers are single devices moving in heave,
pitch or surge or some combination. Resonance amplifies power
generation such that the theoretical maxima in terms of capture
width (of a wave crest) are 1/2p, 1/p and 1/p wavelengths
respectively. Examples of heaving point absorbers are Wavebob
[23], WaveStar [24], Archimedes Wave Swing [15], CETO [17],
Buldra [22], Manchester Bobber [10]; examples of surging and
pitching devices are PS Frog [6], Oyster [14] and Langlee [19].
Response to resonance is generally narrow band although this
may be broadened through latching control, e.g. Ref. [1]. To be
effective most devices are designed for deployment within arrays,
either separately tethered to the bed or from a fixed platform. In
another form of point absorptionwavemotion is transmitted to an
air column, driving oscillatory air motion through a turbine,
Stansby).
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usually a Wells turbine rotating in one direction, e.g. Mighty
Whale [16], Ocean Energy [20].

Another concept is based on line absorption with Pelamis [21]
the most notable example. The device consists of a number of
longitudinal cylindrical segments, aligned with the wave direction,
connected by hinges at which power is taken off. A segment is
typically half a wavelength long so the pitching motion is maxi-
mised. The device is floating with a mooring and is usually about
two wavelengths long. This has the potential to exceed the capture
widths of single point absorber. A different form of line absorber
known as Anaconda [18] has the form of a flexible submerged tube
designed so that a bulge of water in the tube forms due to the wave
pressure and travels at the wave speed, effectively in resonance.

Some basic principles become apparent. Single devices are of
limited value for large scale generation. Resonance is desirable to
optimise power generation but this is a narrow band process for a
single mode and geometry. In terms of engineering practicality
floating moored systems are relatively easy to deploy and maintain
relative to systems with fixed supporting structures. Power take off
systems may take various forms with hydraulic systems quite
mature, although accessibility above water level is desirable for
maintenance. In this study we consider how a line absorber may
accommodate various modes of motion with a range of resonance
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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frequencies spanning predominant values of waves. To enable this
three floats are used acting predominantly in anti-phase to maxi-
mise relative motion between floats and hence power output.

2. Design principles

We are here concerned with offshore wave energy conversion
rather than nearshore where the resource is less; typically water
depths would be at least 20m. Amoored floating system is required
as fixed platforms would be prohibitively expensive in these
depths. One question is: what is the greatest power which may be
generated from a floating system unlimited by size or mass given
that forcing frequency is determined by waves and power may only
be maximised through large float mass. It is realised that power
conversion is enhanced by resonance and, while this is straight-
forward for a single wave frequency, effective wave energy con-
version requires resonance enhancement across the range of
predominant wave frequencies of the chosen area, typically peak
periods of 6e8 s for wind drivenwaves and 9e12 s for swell waves.
Different modes of motion may be excited; here we are concerned
with heave, pitch and surge and these may have different resonant
frequencies for each float and the excitation of differentmodes may
be superimposed further enhancing power generation. It is recog-
nised that surge will not resonate without hydrodynamic stiffness
(due to hydrostatic pressure restoring force) but forcing could
enhance power output. The converter should be effective in irreg-
ular (random), directional seas and this is consistent with the
requirement of resonant response with different modes over a
range of regular wave frequencies, at least on the basis of linear
superposition.

In order for a large floating mass to generate power it must be
connected to another float or to the sea bed with power resulting
from the relative motion. Here we are concerned with a floating,
moored system for ease of deployment so the motion must be
relative to another float and this is maximised if the motions are in
anti-phase. The spacing between two floats should thus be about
half the predominant wavelength. It will be shown that pitch
excitation on a single float is small relative to heave and surge. In
order to optimise geometry for power two floats moving only in
heave in anti-phase were initially considered. Subsequently a sys-
tem comprising three floats excited in heave, pitch and surge was
analysed. A linear analysis with diffraction coefficients fromWAMIT
[13] is described in the Appendix, giving an analytical solution for
power and response for two floats in heave.

For floats to be moving in anti-phase forcing is likely to be
effective over a length of up to L/4 where L is wavelength. As the
maximum diameter will have maximum mass and hence generate
maximum force and power the diameter of the stern float was
chosen to be approximately L/4; the force will be effectively inertial
and determined by the wave phase. This simple criterion is not
refined further in the present study. Experiments will be described
which have been undertaken in a large basin (35 m long � 15.5 m
wide and 2.9 m deep) with wave periods varying around 2.4 s, from
2 s to 3.2 s. We thus use these conditions to describe the di-
mensions of the geometric configurations. The large stern float is
given a diameter of 2 m and a draft of 0.95 m giving a heave
resonance period of 2.4 s in isolation (using added mass from
diffraction theory). We want the floating system to head naturally
(passively) into the wave direction and it is desirable for the stern
float to be bigger than the bow float hence giving a larger wave
drag. At this stage we refer to the bow float as float 2 and the stern
as float 3 because a float further upwave, which will be float 1, is
introduced later. To cover a range of wave periods we set a target
resonance period for the bow float of 2 s which requires a draft of
0.6 m for a range of diameters. With a centre-to-centre spacing of
4 m maximum power is obtained with bow float diameter
D2 ¼ 1.5 m approximately for 1 m < D < 2 m. In undertaking these
heave optimisations mechanical damping was varied to give
maximum power; this occurred when close to the radiation
damping of the large float. Both resonant periods are only slightly
affected by the proximity of the other float. For T ¼ 2.4 s the
maximum power was only slightly dependent on draft in the range
0.5 me0.75 m. A diameter of 1.5 m and draft of 0.6 m were thus
chosen. An example of the dependence of peak power on wave
period and mechanical damping is shown in Fig. A1 with drag co-
efficient CD ¼ 1.8 which will be seen later to give good agreement
with experiment for the final three body configuration. This
configuration was tested at smaller lab scale (1/5 of scale described
above) with two horizontal beams with hinges at each end on
central vertical columns fixed on each float, the columns and beams
effectively forming a parallelogram. The system responded in heave
at resonance but off resonance heave motion was replaced by a
coupled pitch motion with much reduced relative motion and
hence power and the alignment of the two bodies could veer away
from the wave direction. This option is clearly not of much practical
value. However further advantage may be taken of anti-phase
motion by rigidly connecting a further float 1 upwave of float 2 at
a spacing also of about half a wavelength; this now becomes the
bow float. This float may be relatively small so as not to diffract
wave motion from the downwave floats and thus reduce their
relative motion. The configuration is shown in Fig. 1. There is a
single hinge above the mid float for power take off. In this config-
uration it is apparent that relative pitch between the two rigidly
connected floats 1 and 2 and the stern float 3 will provide rotation
in addition to the relative heave motion between the two upwave
floats 1 and 2 (bow and mid) and the downwave float 3 (stern). It is
further apparent that surge forcing on the mid float 2 and stern
float 3 will be in anti-phase further potentially increasing rotation
about the hinge (due to their moment about the hinge) although
there is no hydrodynamic stiffness in surge to enable resonance.

The three-float system is quite complex. The heave optimisation
for the two larger bodies is intended as a useful starting point. The
small bow float 1 has a diameter of half the large float 3, of 1 m, and
a draft of 0.35 m. This gives a resonant heave period of 1.6 s but this
is of little significance. A range of float spacing and diameter was
tested at lab scale (1:40) and it was found that reducing spacing of
floats 1 and 2 reduced power slightly. Having a slightly smaller bow
float diameter of 0.4 D3 had little effect. A hinge point of 0.95 m
above mean water level was near optimum based on laboratory
scale tests. These effects were for both regular and irregular waves.
It has to be remembered that results are also dependent on mass
distribution and the nature of the power take off. At full scale the
mass distribution will be determined by naval architecture design
methods for floating offshore structures. The power take off here is
idealised as a linear damper and this would be optimised hydrau-
lically at full scale, possibly using a form of latching and accumu-
lators for storage. Furthermore the base of the bodies considered
here is essentially flat with rounded corners to reduce drag. This is
for simplicity of construction and would be practical for deploy-
ment. However if drag has a significant effect on power the radius
of curvature of the corners could be increased with a hemisphere as
the limiting shape.

The intention here is to establish the potential for enhanced
power output with forcing due to heave, pitch and surge and heave
and pitch resonance. Experiments have been undertaken with the
geometric configuration described above. A linear mathematical
model has also been developed for regular waves to assess the
relative importance of heave, pitch and surge, and also the effect of
viscous drag. Comparisonwith experiment will assess the value of a
model with hydrodynamic coefficients from linear diffraction



Fig. 1. Definition sketch for mathematical model.
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theory. More refined optimisation would benefit from a more
complete nonlinear model.
Table 1

WAMIT notation

Body 1 2 3
Surge 1 7 13
Heave 3 9 15
Pitch 5 11 17
3. Linear mathematical model

The model is derived from first principles and general theoret-
ical background is given in Ref. [7]. The damping momentMd about
O is defined by the relative angle qr ¼ q12 � q3

Md ¼ �Bd _qr (1)

H, V and M are the horizontal and vertical forces and moment on
bodies 1, 2, 3. H, V, M contain all hydrodynamic forces including
radiation damping, added mass and restoring forces and drag
forces. Bodies rotate about O and O is moving.

Taking moments about O:
For rigid body 12 (1 and 2 combined)

m1 €z1h1 �m1 €x1v1 �m2 €z2h2 �m2 €x2v2 þ
X

mi €zihi þ
X

mi €xivi

� I12 €q12 ¼ M1 þM2 þMd þ V1h1 � V2h2 � H1v1 � H2v2

(2)

where m and I are mass and inertia of each float and mi, xi, zi
correspond to additional masses above the floats, e.g. beams.

For body 3

�m3 €x3v3 �m3 €z3h3 þ
X

mi €zihi þ
X

mi €xivi þ I3 €q3

¼ M3 �Md � V3h3 � H3V3 (3)

For the whole system in the z direction with no net force (ver-
tical and horizontal) or moment at the hinge

m1 €z1 þm2 €z2 þm3 €z3 þ
X

mi €zi ¼ V1 þ V2 þ V3 (4)
And for the whole system in x direction with no net force or
moment at the hinge

m1 €x1 þm2 €x2 þm3 €x3 þ
X

mi €xi ¼ H1 þ H2 þ H3 (5)

In relation to O position xO, zO we have

x1 ¼ xO � v1q12
z1 ¼ zO þ h1q12
x2 ¼ xO � v2q12
z2 ¼ zO � h2q12
x3 ¼ xO � v3q3
z3 ¼ zO � h3q3

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(6)

The restoring have force and pitch moment for a single float are
given by: Vrest ¼ �rgpr2z and Mrest ¼ �rgp r4

4 q where r is float
radius.

The equations are solved with second-order time-stepping. First
we solve for q12, q3 by substituting equation (6) above in the
moment equations (2) and (3) and using estimates for €xO; €zO. Then
we substitute q12, q3 into equations (4) and (5) and solve for xO, zO
using estimates for q12, q3. This is iterated to convergence in a time
step. Simple updating enabled convergence with the mechanical
damping required to simulate the experimental tests but not with
very low damping which was not investigated further.

Hence we obtain q12 and q3 and xO, zO and power ¼ Md
_qr.
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Hydrodynamic moments and forces are defined using WAMIT
notation as Table 1.

Pitch moments are given by:
For body 12 q12 ¼ q1 ¼ q2

M1 þM2 ¼MD5 þMD11 �
"

A5;5 A5;11 A5;17

A11;5 A11;11 A11;17

#266664
€q1
€q2
€q3

3
77775

�
"

B5;5 B5;11 B5;17
B11;5 B11;11 B11;17

#264
_q1
_q2
_q3

3
75

�
"

A5;1 A5;7 A5;13

A11;1 A11;7 A11;13

#26664
€x1
€x2
€x3

3
7775

�
"

B5;1 B5;7 B5;13
B11;1 B11;7 B11;13

#264
_x1
_x2
_x3

3
75

�
"

A5;3 A5;9 A5;15

A11;3 A11;9 A11;15

#26664
€z1
€z2
€z3

3
7775

�
"

B5;3 B5;9 B5;15
B11;3 B11;9 B11;15

#264
_z1
_z2
_z3

3
75

�Mdrag12 þMrest1 þMrest2

where Mdrag12¼ Vdrag1h1 � Vdrag2 h2 � Hdrag1v1 � Hdrag2 v2, MD is
diffraction moment, A is added mass coefficient, B is radiation
damping coefficient and vertical and horizontal drag forces Vdrag

and Hdrag are defined below.
For body 3

M3 ¼MD17�
�
A17;5 A17;11 A17;17

�
2
66664
€q1
€q2
€q3

3
77775

� �
B17;5 B17;11 B17;17

�264
_q1
_q2
_q3

3
75

� �
A17;1 A17;7 A17;13

�
2
6664
€x1
€x2
€x3

3
7775� �

B17;1 B17;7 B17;13
�264

_x1
_x2
_x3

3
75

� �
A17;3 A17;9 A17;15

�
2
6664
€z1
€z2
€z3

3
7775� �

B17;3 B17;9 B17;15
�24 _z1

_z2
z3

3
5

�Mdrag3þMrest3

where Mdrag3 ¼ �Vdrag3h3 � Hdrag3v3 and vertical and horizontal
drag forces Vdrag3 and Hdrag3 are also defined below.
Vertical forces are defined by:
For body 12

V12¼V1þV2¼VD3þVD9�
"
A3;3 A3;9 A3;15

A9;3 A9;9 A9;15

#264
€z1
€z2
€z3

3
75

�
"
B3;3 B3;9 B3;15
B9;3 B9;9 B9;15

#264
_z1
_z2
_z3

3
75�

"
A3;1 A3;7 A3;13

A9;1 A9;7 A9;13

#264
€x1
€x2
€x3

3
75

�
"
B3;1 B3;7 B3;13
B9;1 B9;7 B9;13

#264
_x1
_x2
_x3

3
75�

"
A3;5 A3;11 A3;17

A9;5 A9;11 A9;17

#264
€q1
€q2
€q3

3
75

�
"
B3;5 B3;11 B3;17
B9;5 B9;11 B9;17

#264
_q1
_q2
_q3

3
75�Vdrag1�Vdrag2þVrest1þVrest2

where Vdrag1 ¼ 0:5rpr21CD

���� _z1
���� _z1; Vdrag2 ¼ 0:5rpr22CD

���� _z2
���� _z2 and r is

radius
For body 3

V3¼VD15�
�
A15;3 A15;9 A15;15

�264
€z1
€z2
€z3

3
75��

B15;3 B15;9 B15;15
�264

_z1
_z2
_z3

3
75

��
A15;1 A15;7 A15;13

�264
€x1
€x2
€x3

3
75��

B15;1 B15;7 B15;13
�264

_x1
_x2
_x3

3
75

��
A15;3 A15;9 A15;15

�264
€z1
€z2
€z3

3
75��

B15;3 B15;9 B15;15
�264

_z1
_z2
_z3

3
75

�Vdrag3þVrest3

where Vdrag3 ¼ 0:5rpr23CD
�� _z3�� _z3:

Horizontal forces are defined by:
For body 12

H12 ¼H1þH2 ¼HD1þHD7�
"
A1;1 A1;7 A1;13

A7;1 A7;7 A7;13

#264
€x1
€x2
€x3

3
75

�
"
B1;1 B1;7 B1;13
B7;1 B7;7 B7;13

#264
_x1
_x2
_x3

3
75�

"
A1;3 A1;9 A1;15

A7;3 A7;9 A7;15

#264
€z1
€z2
€z3

3
75

�
"
B1;3 B1;9 B1;15
B7;3 B7;9 B7;15

#264
_z1
_z2
_z3

3
75�

"
A1;5 A1;11 A1;17

A7;5 A7;11 A7;17

#264
€q1
€q2
€q3

3
75

�
"
B1;5 B1;11 B1;17
B7;5 B7;11 B7;17

#264
_q1
_q2
_q3

3
75�Hdrag1�Hdrag2

where Hdrag1 ¼ 0:5rd1D1CD
�� _x1�� _x1; Hdrag2 ¼ 0:5rd2D2CD

�� _x2�� _x2, d is
draft and D is diameter



Table 2
Mass and inertia of system components.

Mass (kg) xG (m) zG (m)

Float 1 221 0 1.037
Beam float 1 to 2 129 1.809 1.425
Float 2 633 3.933 1.052
Beam float 2 to 3 171 5.644 1.892
Float 3 1137 7.546 0.745
Actuator 25 4.560 2.150
Ballast float 2 225 4.00 0.355
Ballast float 3 1725 8.00 0.050
Combined floats 1 and 2 1223 3.05 0.954
Combined float 3 3083 7.674 0.420
Inertia about O floats 1 and 2 combined 4467 kg m2

Inertia about O float 3 53,005 kg m2
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For body 3

H3 ¼HD13�
�
A13;1 A13;7 A13;13

�264
€x1
€x2
€x3

3
75

� �
B13;1 B13;7 B13;13

�264
_x1
x2
_x3

3
75� �

A13;3 A13;9 A13;15
�264

€z1
€z2
€z3

3
75

� �
B13;3 B13;9 B13;15

�264
_z1
_z2
_z3

3
75� �

A13;5 A13;11 A13;17
�264

€q1
€q2
€q3

3
75

� �
B13;5 B13;11 B13;17

�264
_q1
_q2
_q3

3
75�Hdrag3

where Hdrag3 ¼ 0:5rd3 D3CD
�� _x3�� _x3

Results comparing power with experiment are shown below.
Fig. 3. Variation of average power out for T ¼ 2.2 (9), 2.4 (B), 2.5 (*), 2.6 (�), 2.8 (▫),
3.0 (*) and 3.2 s (◊). The solid lines show experimental results and dashed lines
quadratic fits through origin.
4. Experimental results

Measurements from the basin scale experiments made at the
Plymouth COAST laboratory are presented. The OceanWave basin is
15.5 mwide, 35m long and awater depth of 2.9 mwas used.Waves
are generated by 24 hinged flap paddles. The device was fabricated
in steel by Cammell Laird and the drawing with coordinate axes is
shown in Fig. 2; the origins of the x and z axes are the centreline of
float 1 and the base of float 3 respectively. The mass distribution is
defined in Table 2 with centre of mass position denoted by xG, zG.
The ballast comprised 25 kg bags of lead shot and their centre of
mass was estimated to be 5 cm above the float base. The centres of
mass of each float and beam are shown by the red circles in Fig. 2.
The concentric cyan circles show the overall centre of buoyancy and
the concentric red circles show the overall centre of mass. The
system with a metacentric height of 0.20 m was considered suffi-
ciently stable for the tests. Note the actuator is shown above the
beam. This is merely for convenience. On a prototype this would be
below the beam with a hinge attachment at deck level.

The actuator comprises a 0.4 m long hydraulic cylinder with
piston (Rexroth Bosch part code CGT3MT14/50/36) driving oil
around a circuit containing a valve controlling the resistive force.
The required force was estimated as far as possible by scaling up
from the lab scale measurements. A load cell (Force Logic Universal
S-beam) at one end of the actuator shaft measures force up to a
maximum of 10 kN and a displacement transducer (Penny þ Giles
draw wire linear sensor) measures motion; hence instantaneous
power is simply obtained.
Fig. 2. Engineering diagram of system showing centres of mass of floats and beams and ove
circles). The horizontal cyan line is the water level. (For interpretation of the references to
Float alignment was always close to the wave direction with a
light rope attached to the bow float. Results for variation of average
power Pwith wave height H in regular waves are shown in Fig. 3. It
can be seen that power is closely proportional to H2 for all periods,
T. It is apparent that maximum average power occurs at
T ¼ 2.5e2.6 s rather than 2.40 s as expected with a heave added
mass coefficient of 0.52 from WAMIT for float 3. Further tests un-
dertaken with an isolated float freely responding in heave in still
water gave a measured period of oscillation of 2.50 s which implies
an added mass coefficient of 0.63. Since the effect of adjacent floats
is very small, about 3%, the differencemust be due to viscous effects
increasing added mass but this does not completely explain the
experimental value slightly greater than 2.5 s. It should be noted
that theWAMIT results had converged with up to 1710 panels used.
Fig. 4 shows the time variation of surface elevation h without the
device in position, relative angle qr, moment Md or couple at the
rall centre of mass (centre concentric red circles) and buoyancy (centre concentric cyan
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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hinge obtained from the force, power P and Bd¼Md/ _qr . Bd values are
not shown for values of

���� _qr
���� less than 10% of maximum value to
Fig. 4. Variations of surface elevation h without device in place, relative angle qr, hinge
moment Md, power P and mechanical damping Bd with time for regular waves with
H ¼ 0.19 m and T ¼ 2.5 s.
avoid dividing by small values. For a perfect linear damper Bdwould
be constant and this is far from the case with a mean value of
approximately 2553 Nms in this case, determined fromR
Mddt=

R
_qdt. The second half of each test was analysed to give

power values. The peak values of Bd are increasing, possibly due to
oil heating, but this has negligible influence on regularity of
response. Amplitude modulation is evident in all plots. Small
irregular modulation is evident for h with (Hmax � Hmin)/Haverage of
about 7% which is indicative of small reflection, e.g. Ref. [3]. Power
is proportional to H2 giving an expected amplitude modulation of
14% while that observed is close to 20%. However the h variation is
without the device in place and the device itself will cause addi-
tional reflections giving a possible explanation for the relatively
large power modulation. This level of wave reflection is difficult to
avoid.

The same exercise was undertaken for irregular waves. The
JONSWAP spectrum was used with a spectral peakedness factor
g ¼ 3.3. Runs of 3 min durationwere used and some runs of 10 min
duration were also undertaken showing negligible change in
average power. The variations of average power with significant
wave height Hs are shown in Fig. 5. Again it can be seen from
quadratic fits that power is closely proportional to H2

s .
Fig. 6 shows the time variation of relative angle qr, moment Md

or couple at the hinge obtained from the measured force, power P
and Bd ¼ Md/ _qr . Bd has an average value of 2256 Nms in this case.

It is informative to show power in terms of crest capture width
in terms of wavelength to compare with idealised values for single
bodies. The formula for wave power per metre for regular waves
based on linear theory is given by P¼ 1/8rgH2cg with group celerity

cg ¼ c
2

�
1þ 2kh

sinhð2khÞ

�
where c is wave celerity, h is depth and k is

wave number and for irregular waves is given to a close approxi-

mation by P ¼ 1
2

�
1
8 rgH

2
s cg

�
where k and c are based on the energy

period Te (¼0.78Tp for g ¼ 1 and 0.84Tp for g ¼ 3.3 where g is the
spectral peakedness factor in the JONSWAP spectrum). The formula
is exact for deep water and is within 12% for the wave conditions
investigated here.

The resulting capture widths are shown in Fig. 7 as a proportion
of wavelength. Note the wave height values stated in the caption
vary slightly with period as values resulting from a given target
were slightly period dependent.

It can be seen that the curves collapse for both regular and
random waves. Broad band response is apparent in both cases and
the particularly broad band response in irregular waves is desirable
with a maximum close to 25% of a wavelength only slightly below
that for regular waves. For a single point absorber in heave the
Fig. 5. Variation of average power out for Tp ¼ 2.2 (9), 2.4 (B), 2.5 (*), 2.6 (�), 2.8 (▫),
3.0 (*), 3.2 (◊) and 3.4 s (▵). The solid lines show experimental results and dashed
lines quadratic fits.
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theoretical maximum capture width at resonance is 16% and for
pitch and surge is 32%. The capture width is about 14% of the width
of the tank.

Finally the effect of spectral peakedness factor g ¼ 1 is consid-
ered, giving the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum which is a special
case of the JONSWAP spectrum. Also real seas are rarely unidirec-
tional and spectra with directional spreading are considered with
spreading factors s ¼ 5 (large spread) and 30 (small spread); s ¼ ∞
corresponds to unidirectional waves. The directional spreading
Fig. 6. Variations of relative angle qr, hinge moment M, power P and mechanical
damping Bd with time for random waves with Hs ¼ 0.23 m and Tp ¼ 2.8 s.

Fig. 7. Variation of capture width as proportion of wavelength (based on energy period
in irregular waves) with period for regular waves (full lines) with H z 0.095 (9), 0.14
(B), 0.19 m (*) and with peak period in irregular waves (dashed lines) for Hs z 0.14
(9), 0.19 (B), 0.23 m (*).
parameter s defines a spreading function of cosine shape, coss(q),
the standard in OCEAN software [8].

Results are shown in Fig. 8 for Hs z 0.19 m. It can be seen that
spread seas slightly increase power output. Reducing the spectral
peakedness factor from 3.3 to 1 reduces maximum power by about
25% although this is less away from the maximum.
5. Discussion

The aim of this development is to show how different modes of
forcing and variable heave resonance may combine to magnify
power output from a line absorber and provide the broad band
response required to capture energy from the wave climate of an
offshore site. This is achieved here with three cylindrical floats of
different diameter and draft with spacing of about half a wave-
length. The stern float is as large as possible, while capturing the
wave phase, with mass and hence draft selected to resonate in
heave at a prominent wave period. This diameter has been specified
as about a quarter of a typical wavelength giving inertial forcing
and it is expected that this could be optimised further. The bow and
mid floats are rigidly connected with a hinge above the mid float
connecting a beam to the stern float. Power take off or damping in
these experiments is from the oscillatory rotation of this beam
about the supporting column on themid float. Although the system
is complex hydrodynamically it is quite simple mechanically. Wave
drag, particularly from the large stern float, is intended to cause the
floats to be in line with the wave direction. The bow float is rela-
tively small but provides a lever arm generating a moment at the
Fig. 8. Variation of power with peak period Tp for random waves with Hs z 0.19 m
with different spread parameter s and spectral peakedness factor g in JONSWAP
spectrum: g ¼ 3.3: s ¼ 30(*); s ¼ 5(�); s ¼ ∞(x); g ¼ 1: s ¼ ∞(>).
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hinge. The mid float draft gives a lower resonant period than the
stern float capturing energy from lower periods within the wave
climate and the diameter is specified to optimise energy capture for
two floats in heave. Experiments show that this alignment heads
closely into the wave direction and there is the intended broad
band performance in regular and randomwaves. The capturewidth
in irregular waves is 20e25% of the wavelength for the energy
period over a peak period range of ±20% from a mid value, e.g.
about 6e8 s at full scale.

A linear mathematical model for regular waves provides some
insight into how hydrodynamic forcing causes energy capture. The
model with WAMIT coefficients for added mass, radiation damping
and excitation forces gives average power similar to experiment
using a drag coefficient CD of 1.8 which is consistent with bodies in
oscillatory flow, e.g. Ref. [5]. However in the present study CD is
treated as a tuning parameter with the same value for heave and
surge motion although there would certainly be physical differ-
ences for these modes. Also drag coefficient will depend on the
magnitude of motion and we have chosen a small wave height case
for comparison to be consistent with linear assumptions. A con-
stant linear damping parameter Bd has been assumed while ex-
periments show significant variation. The maximum powers are at
a slightly lower period than in the experiments, around 2.4 s rather
than 2.5e2.6 s, shown in Fig. 9. To assess the influence of viscosity
on heave added mass and hence natural period some tests were
undertaken with the large float in isolation freely oscillating in still
water. This indicated an added mass about 17% greater than pre-
diction from linear diffraction analysis explaining that the differ-
ence from the period at maximum power is partially attributed to
viscous effects. Another example of viscous effects causing an in-
crease in added mass is the circular cylinder in low amplitude
oscillatory flow, e.g. Ref. [9], although viscous effects generally
cause a reduction for large amplitudes. The additional difference of
about 0.05 s remains unexplained but of course three body motion
is more complex with pitch as well as heave and nonlinear effects
could also be significant with amplitudes of motion about 20% of
draft or diameter even for the small wave height case considered.

The relatively simple model captures important aspects of the
physics. It shows that the average power with CD ¼ 1 is about 60%
higher than with CD ¼ 1.8 around resonance, shown in Fig. 9, sug-
gesting that reduction in drag will certainly be beneficial. This
would require a more rounded base which might not be as
convenient for construction and deployment but that would need
to be investigated. The hypothetical maximum theoretical power
capture with CD ¼ 0 gives a capture width of 75% of the wavelength
or three times that obtained in the experiments reported. The
theoretical maximum for a single device is approximately 32% in
surge or pitch and 16% in heave. The absolute maximum for three
Fig. 9. Power from experiments with H z 0.095 m (9) compared with the linear
model with CD ¼ 1.8 (B), CD ¼ 1 (*).
floats acting individually would thus be 96%, requiring resonance in
all three floats which would be difficult to achieve. Here the situ-
ation is more complex with heave generating pitch on two floats,
heave resonance on a third, prominent surge forcing and pitch on
individual floats. The theoretical maximum capture width of 75%
wavelength may be considered a high value.

The influence of mechanical damping coefficient Bd may also be
investigated with the model. At resonance (T ¼ 2.4 s) with
Bd ¼ 2553 Nms the average power of 67 W is increased to close to
90 W with Bd in the range 4000e8000 Nms, more than 30% in-
crease. This increase will probably also occur with irregular waves
while a control system would further improve power output.

The model enables assessment of the contribution of forcing in
specific modes to the overall power output; this is of course
impossible experimentally but simple in a model. Removing heave
excitation reduced average power by about 46% close to resonance,
removing surge excitation reduced power by about 57% while
removing pitch reduced power by only 12%. However pitch exci-
tation is here defined as due to the moment about individual floats
while the two rigidly connected floats will also appear to pitch as a
result of heave forces on each acting approximately in anti-phase.

Survivability in extreme waves remains to be investigated.
However some tests were undertaken in the Plymouth Ocean basin
with the largest waves available, approximately 0.7 m in height.
The damper was disconnected and the system showed good sea
keeping with the head seas under investigation. The upper float
surfaces became periodically submerged causing splashing and
damping, as investigated for a single float in Ref. [12]. With the PTO
disconnected the forces on the beam between the bigger floats will
be small and the stresses on the beam connecting the smaller floats
could be the most critical.

The capture width variation with period provides an ideal
method for determining energy yield from a scatter diagram. This is
clearly site dependent and is not undertaken here but a typical full
scale estimate of power generation is of interest. Typical average Hs

and Te for the south west of England are 2 m and 5.5 s respectively.
This gives a scale of 1:8 approximately in relation to present tests.
With a capture width of 20% of a wavelength for the energy period,
increased by a factor of 1.3 with optimised mechanical damping,
the average power generationwould be about 140 kW. On the other
hand some parts of theworld have predominant swell waveswhich
are quite regular. With a wave height of 1 m and period of 10 s an
appropriately scaled system would yield average power of 520 kW
(based on 25% wavelength capture width for regular waves). Since
device size is proportional to wavelength, hence square of period,
this device would need to be 3.3 times larger than the device
considered above which has dimensions suitable for wind waves
with Te ¼ 5.5 s.

It is clear that the performance may be optimised further, by
increasing damping, controlling the power take off, reducing drag
and also further optimising the float configuration and geometry.
The three float linear model includes many interactions but omits
nonlinear hydrostatic effects, some viscous effects and 2nd order
effects. The latter are known to be significant for wave trapping
between offshore columns and will be the subject for future anal-
ysis. Full scale viscous effects are most difficult to model as high
Reynolds number turbulent boundary layers with separationwould
need to be resolved. However linear diffraction analysis for regular
waves is valuable and may be extended to irregular waves through
impulse response functions.

In terms of practical application, energy yield needs to be
optimised for a given location, survivability in extremewaves needs
to be demonstrated and the full scale system needs to be costed to
assess commercial viability. The present work has shown that the
power potential for a line absorber in real seas may be greater than
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previously understood. While the hydrodynamics are complex the
present analysis provides a basis for optimisation.

6. Conclusions

A line absorber with three cylindrical floats has been proposed
with the bow andmid float rigidly connected by a beam and a hinge
for power take off above the mid float connects a beam to the stern
float. The floats increase in draft and diameter from bow to stern
and the system heads naturally into waves. The spacing between
adjacent floats is about half a wavelength so the forcing andmotion
are in anti-phase. Experiments and mathematical modelling indi-
cate how heave resonance of stern and mid floats and surge forcing
combine to give high capture widths in regular and irregular waves
across a broad frequency range typical of an offshore site. The
system may be optimised further by using more streamlined floats
reducing drag, by optimising the mechanical damping and control
of power take off, and possibly by further optimising dimensions.
The intention is to produce a system generating electricity from
large-scale deployment at a cost competitive with offshore and
possibly onshore wind.
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Appendix. Analytical two-body heave analysis

For two bodies oscillating in heave only, denoted by mode 3 on
body 1 and mode 9 on body 2

ðM þ AÞ€z ¼ �ðBþ BdÞ _z �
1
2
rACD _zj _zjergAz þ F

where mass M ¼
�
M1 0
0 M2

�
, added mass A ¼

�
A33 A39
A93 A99

�
,

radiation damping B ¼
�
B33 B39
B93 B99

�
, vertical force F ¼

�
F3
F9

�
, and

F3 accounts for effect of body 2 on body 1 and F9 accounts for
effect of body 1 on body 2. rgA is sometimes known as hydro-
dynamic stiffness S where A is cross-sectional area normal to
oscillation. The coefficients and forces are obtained from WAMIT.
The mechanical damping with coefficient Bd is due to relative
velocity and adding the effect of linearised drag gives

Bdd ¼
2
4�Bd � A1k

�� _z1�� Bd

Bd �Bd � A2k
�� _z2��

3
5 where k ¼ ½rCDp/4.

The complex velocity amplitude _z0 ¼ F0�
BþBddþu

	
MþA� S

u2



i
� where F0

is the complex force amplitude and u is the angular wave fre-

quency. Finally the power out Pout ¼ Bdð _z2 � _z1Þ2. This equation
set was solved iteratively using Matlab. For the case with di-
ameters of 1.5 m and 2 m, a spacing of 4 m and drafts of 0.6 m
and 0.95 m respectively the contour map for peak power as a
function of frequency and mechanical damping is shown in
Fig. A1 for a wave height of 0.1 m and CD ¼ 1.8 to correspond with
the value found to give good agreement with three-body tank
tests. The maximum average power of 21 W occurs with Bd close
to the radiation damping value on the large float (857 Ns/m).
Note Bd here is different from that for rotational motion about
the hinge for the three-body case.

Fig. A1. Peak power contours as function of mechanical damping coefficient Bd and
wave period T for two bodies in heave.
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